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Part A Section 1 – Introduction 
 
 
What is peer tutoring? 
 
The way we interact with peers pervades our everyday lives both in and 
outwith the school environment. In most workplaces peer tutoring helps new 
employees learn new skills. In schools when we get student to work together 
to promote learning we call this process ‘peer tutoring’. In this process we 
normally define and fix roles. However, these roles switch. It is normally the 
tutor that gets most benefit from tutoring. This was both students get to act as 
tutor and the benefits are maximised for both. This is called reciprocal role 
peer tutoring. There is strong evidence that this is a very effective form of 
tutoring.   
 
The role of tutor is not passive. Research has shown us that tutors tend to get 
more benefit than tutees during this process. This is because they have to 
think about a topic, deconstruct what they know about it and then explain it in 
a straightforward manner to the tutee. In addition they may be able to see 
where the tutee is going wrong in their work, whereas awareness of their own 
errors may be more problematic. Comenius said, ‘Through teaching I learn,’ 
and this can never be more prophetically applied than to the process of peer 
tutoring. 
 
Evidence that peer tutoring works effectively is extensive. Some of the 
reported benefits of peer tutoring have been: 
 

• Increased attainment in mathematics and reading 
• Enhanced motivation 
• Improved self-esteem 
• Improved self-concept in school subjects 
• Enhanced interpersonal, social and teamwork skills 
• Greater awareness of the needs of others 
• Better developed communication skills 
• An enhanced sense of citizenship 
• Enhanced social cohesiveness and reduced social exclusion for 

classes as a whole 
• Better social, communication and teamwork skills.  

 
Like any other way of effective teaching or managing learning, setting up a 
peer tutoring projects requires planning, enthusiasm, management and a 
willingness to consider changing professional ways of working for the teacher.  
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Learning Together in Mathematics 
 
The first thing to note about Learning Together in Mathematics is that it is a 
pedagogy, not a curriculum or scheme of work. It is a way of learning and 
teaching. It is not intended to replace the current mathematics scheme of 
work that a school uses. Rather it is intended that the learning and teaching 
techniques proposed be used to change the nature of learning interactions 
when learning mathematics. To this end the materials provided will not 
provide an alternative curriculum. Rather they will provide an alternative way 
of organising the learning of students, 
 
 
This programme will focus on maths and employ the method of peer tutoring 
in mathematics.  This method relies on a dialogue between two students 
about a mathematical question. The interactions are structured in order for the 
tutor to help the tutee gain a clearer understanding of the solution and the 
steps taken in finding that solution.  The tutors will employ strategies such as 
questioning, challenging, praising/encouraging and guiding. The tutees will 
engage in thinking out loud, answering questions, summarising how answers 
were derived and generalising learning beyond the immediate problem that 
has been tackled and even beyond the confines of the classroom.  The 
concept is to highlight the different methods that can be employed when doing 
maths for both the tutee and tutor. The mediating role of the tutor means that 
they do not have to know the answer to a problem to help their tutee. They 
just need to help them work the problem out for themselves. 
 
Peer Tutoring – A Brief Overview (adapted from Topping, K. J. & Thurston, A. 
(2005). Learning Science Together. British Petroleum: Grangemouth, 
Scotland, UK.) 
 
History 
 
The idea of formal peer tutoring is a very old one, first noted hundreds of 
years ago.  In Britain, Bell and Lancaster used peer tutoring about 200 years 
ago.  By 1816, 100, 000 students were learning in this way.  Peer tutoring 
then caught on in quite a few parts of the world. 
 
As more and more schools for everyone were set up, publicly funded rather 
than private or charitable, peer tutoring was used less and less.  Helping 
students learn was taken over by paid adult teachers.  However, in the 1960s 
it began to be used on a large scale again, especially in the United States.  
Teachers came to grasp that peer tutoring was a great ‘boost’ or extra help for 
all students.  Today, peer tutoring is again spreading rapidly in many parts of 
the world. 
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The form of peer tutoring used in Learning Together in Mathematics can trace 
its lineage back to a technique that was developed from a meeting of USA 
maths teachers. About 160 teachers were invited to brainstorm what they 
perceived to be effective teaching and coaching behaviours they utilised when 
they were working one-to-one with a student. These were summarized and 
sorted. The behaviours that were likely to survive transfer to interactions 
involving peer tutoring were developed into a procedure known as DUOLOG 
maths. This pedagogy was developed and used in a project in Fife by Keith 
Topping, David Miller (both University of Dundee) and Allen Thurston 
(Queen’s University Belfast) in a randomized trial. The technique was further 
developed and refined in a project called ‘Paired maths’ by Allen Thurston and 
Keith Topping. Finally, Allen Thurston developed the reciprocal role peer 
tutoring during a project funded by ESRC and run with support from Keith 
Topping. The current development owes much to these previous projects. 
 
Effects 
 
Wide ranges of subjects have been developed for peer tutoring, including 
reading, mathematics, spelling, writing, languages and science.  There is no 
doubt that peer tutoring ‘works’.  There is a large body of research evidence 
showing that in peer tutoring projects, the tutors improve as much, if not more 
than, the tutees.  Many studies show that peer tutoring also improves how 
both tutor and tutee feel about the subject.  Also, in many cases the tutor and 
tutee grow to like each other more, and get on better.  There are many reports 
of both tutor and tutee showing more confidence and better behaviour.  The 
research clearly shows that peer tutoring is one of the most effective ways of 
using school time. 
 
Some projects have tutors and tutees of the same age, and some have older 
students as the tutors.  If the tutors and tutees are not too far apart in age and 
ability, there may be even more chance of the tutor gaining as a result.  Some 
schools are also now tutoring with pairs of the same ability, where the job of 
tutor switches from one to the other. This form of tutoring seems to have the 
best effects overall as both students get the boost to confidence and status 
benefit of acting as tutor and tutee. 
 
The method that this manual will describe will be a form of reciprocal role peer 
tutoring. This means that students alternate in their role as tutor and tutee. 
They both get the benefit of helping to ‘teach’ their peer.  Evidence from the 
ESRC funded project in Scotland indicates that using Learning Together in 
Mathematics should have positive academic and social outcomes for students. 
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Links to English National Curriculum and Policy Initiatives  
 
Curriculum policy in England is still in a state of change. New National 
Curriculum documents are in preparation. Draft new National Curriculum 
documents are available as part of the consultation at the Department for 
Education website (www.education.gov.uk). However, it is prudent to 
demonstrate how Learning Together in Mathematics may link to these 
documents (notwithstanding the fact that they are likely to be developed 
further after consultation). 
 
National Curriculum Developments 
 
Learning Together in Mathematics provides an opportunity for links to be 
made to the new (albeit draft) National Curriculum proposals for Mathematics 
in Key Stage 2. These links occur at both macro and micro levels.  
 
At the macro level Learning Together in Mathematics fits with the Aims of the 
National Curriculum in respect of the potential benefits to: 
 

• Fluency in mathematics-through ‘thinking out loud’ students should be 
able to fully understand the mathematical methods they are using 
whilst doing mathematics. 

• Problem solving-as student attempt to link their mathematics to real life 
contexts they should be able to see how their mathematical knowledge 
and understanding can be applied in life. 

• Reasoning mathematically-with emphasis during Learning Together in 
Mathematics on questioning and explaining and justifying why students 
are approaching solving questions in a particular way they should 
become more familiar with providing ‘proof’ of their work. 

 
In addition the opportunities presented whilst doing Learning Together in 
Mathematics should develop student use of mathematical spoken language. 
The Draft National Curriculum states that ‘The National Curriculum for 
mathematics reflects the importance of spoken language in pupils’ 
development – linguistically, cognitively and socially – across the whole 
curriculum. … They must be assisted in making their thinking clear to 
themselves as well as others and teachers should ensure pupils build secure 
foundations by using discussion to probe and remedy their misconceptions.’ 
(Draft National Curriculum – Maths 2012:P2/28 Spoken Language). This is 
embodied as a crosscutting theme throughout the draft National Curriculum 
proposals. Learning Together in Mathematics presents an opportunity for 
schools to embed these habits/skills/attitudes into their learning and become 
proficient in them. Finally, recommendation in respect of programmes of study 
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in the National Curriculum calls for teachers to present curriculum 
opportunities whereby students develop mathematical reasoning. Such 
processes lie at the heart of Learning Together in Mathematics. 
 
Literacy 
 
The Department for Education makes recommendations that literacy, defined 
as reading, writing and communication, should be embedded within each 
lesson (Office for Standards in Education (OFSTED), 2011). The 
recommendations state that literacy should be evidenced in lessons beyond 
just the teaching of English. There is an expectation that communication in 
terms of listening and talking is embedded into lessons. Learning Together in 
Mathematics presents an ideal medium for teachers to develop literacy within 
a mathematics lesson. The steps of reading and the subsequent requirements 
to talk out loud and listen to explanations provide the perfect medium for the 
development of literacy skills. 
 
Differentiation 
 
In terms of pedagogy, Learning Together in Mathematics ensures 
‘differentiation’ and ‘appropriate challenge’ as students are paired according 
to progress levels. Such approaches to differentiation are reported by 
OFSTED as key elements for outstanding teaching (hence hopefully learning).  
 
Individual differentiation by task in this manner are maximizing the opportunity 
of the development of resilient, confident, and independent students.  
  
According to OFSTED framework 2012 the quality of teaching in school grade 
descriptor for ‘Outstanding teaching reads that  
‘teachers … set challenging tasks based on systematic, accurate assessment 
of pupils’ prior skills, knowledge and understanding’. In addition OFSTED 
(2012) grade teaching ‘Outstanding’ where ‘Teaching promotes pupils’ high 
levels of resilience, confidence and independence when they tackle 
challenging activities’ and ‘… every opportunity is taken to successfully 
develop crucial skills, including being able to use their literacy and numeracy 
skills in other subjects’. Learning Together in Mathematics with its focus on 
talk, and metacognitive strategy should provide an effective medium to 
demonstrate ‘Outstanding’ teaching and outstanding learning. 
  
 
Formative Assessment 
 
One of the main features of the Shared Mathematics process is peer 
formative assessment. There have been a number of national policy initiatives 
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in England in recent years that centre around formative assessment such as 
Assessment for Learning (Qualification and Curriculum Development Agency, 
2007) The Primary Curriculum in England makes specific in Recommendation 
18 that schools should expand their use of formative assessment (Department 
For Children, Schools & Families, 2009). Learning Together in Mathematics 
gives a pedagogic medium within which formative assessment could be 
effectively developed. 
 
References for Part A Section 1 
 
Department For Children, Schools & Families (2009). Primary curriculum 
review. Available online at:  
www.dcsf.gov.uk/primarycurriculumreview/downloads/primary_curriculum_ex
ecs_summary.pdf (accessed 10 January 2013). 
 
Office for Standards in Education (2011). Reading, writing and communication 
(literacy). OFSTED: London. 
 
OFSTED (2012). The evaluation schedule for the inspection of maintained 
schools and academies: Guidance and grade descriptors for inspecting 
schools in England under section 5 of the Education Act 2005, from January 
2012. OFSTED: London. Retrieved from 
www.ofsted.gov.uk/resources/110127 (accessed 10 January 2013). 
 
Qualification and Curriculum Development Agency (2007). The 10 principals: 
Assessment for learning. Available online at: www.qcda.gov.uk/4336.aspx 
(accessed 10 January 2013 
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Part A Section 2 – Organisational Issues 
 
General Information 
 
The Teacher’s Role in Peer Tutoring 
 
Peer tutoring takes time and care to set up properly, and it is the professional 
teacher who has the skill to do this.  Plans must be made about constructing 
student pairs, selecting appropriate materials, training tutors and tutees, and 
various other points of organisation.  As peer tutoring is very effective this 
preparation is time well spent. Once the tutoring has started, close monitoring 
by the class teacher is important.  
 
It is recommended that for maximum impact, the pairs remain constant as far 
as possible although we understand that this is sometimes not possible. 
 
Support for Teachers 
 
You may wish to get a member of the management team or another teacher 
some in to observe a lesson and give you feedback. If you do, try to ask them 
to focus on student interactions. Are they seeing an end product that looks 
similar to the pedagogy described in this manual? You may get them to use 
an adapted version of the observation schedule it is recommended that you 
use to give formative feedback to pairs that is described in Section B of this 
manual.  
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Part B Section 1-An overview of Learning Together in Mathematics 
 
The Method 
 
Learning Together in Mathematics is a method of learning in maths in which 
discussion between two students (tutor and tutee) is used to solve maths 
questions. The tutor should be about two-years older than the tutee. The role 
of the tutor is to provide support and mediate the learning processes for the 
tutee. In order to do this the tutor will try to ensure that the tutee attempts to 
answer maths questions using a structured approach. It is the job of the tutor 
to keep the tutee working within this structured framework. It is the job of the 
tutee to do the actual working out to arrive at an answer to a maths question. 
Learning Together in Mathematics focuses on pairs of students working 
together and solving maths questions in three main steps: 
 

• Understanding the question 
• Finding an answer to the question 
• Finishing the question by asking themselves what have they done and 

how it links to things they have done in the past 
 
To facilitate this discussion, the tutee uses the following strategies: 
 
To understand the question: 
 

• Read  
• Identify  
• Listen 

 
Finding an answer to the question 
 

• Question  
• Praise  
• Think out loud 

 
The tutor should finish the question by talking about what have they done and 
how it links to things they have done in the past 
 

• Check the process and the answer 
• Sum-it-up 
• Link-it-up  

 
A description of each step is given below from the point of view of what should 
be expected of the tutor. These sheets should be photocopied and provided 
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to the tutors. In particular, you should use these help sheets as a framework 
when you are training the students. 
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Instructions for tutors during Learning Together in Mathematics 
 
Understanding the question 
 
Read – Begin by reading the question together. To start with you may wish 
tour tutee to read the question. If they find it difficult read with them. Change 
the speed of your reading to match their speed.  
 
Identify – It is really important that the tutee understands what the question is 
asking them to do. You can help them understand this in a number of ways.  
 
Drawing diagrams and picture: illustrate what the question is asking in 
pictures. 
Use apparatus: use counters and other apparatus to help the tutee explain 
what they are thinking. 
Rephrase: repeat what they tutee has explained to you, this will help them to 
see any errors in their method and/or thinking. 
Question: get the tutee to clarify what they are saying if you are not sure that 
they have understood the question. 
Think of something similar: if you are not sure that the tutee has quite got the 
idea, think of an easier example of the question and ask them to answer that. 
  
 
Listen – It is important that you give your tutee time to think and tell you what 
they are thinking. Sometimes it is hard not to fill a silent space with our voice. 
Hold back and make sure you have listened. 
 
Finding an answer 
 
Question – Ask helpful and clever questions that give clues. We want you to 
guide the tutee to the answer, nit lead them there. In order to do this you have 
to be careful to ask the right sort of questions.  
 
For instance: 
 
If you ask ‘Is that correct?’ the tutee can only answer yes or no. It might be 
better to ask: 
How did you get that answer? 
How do you know that answer is correct? 
 
If you ask ‘Can you tell me what you did here?’ the tutee may only have to 
remember what they did. It might be better to ask: 
Can you explain to me why you did this? 
Why do you think the method you used was the best/quickest? 
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If things go wrong and the tutee goes off track you can help them by taking 
them back and asking them questions. For instance: 
Let’s go back to the beginning and think about each step we took. We can 
check where we think we might have gone wrong. 
 
When you spot the error you may need to ask questions in different ways until 
the tutee realizes that they have made a mistake. When they realize try to 
break that section of the question down for them. Ask them questions that 
lead them through the difficult part in small steps. Then summarise them at 
the end to ensure they see the whole process.  
 
Praise & Encourage – It is really important that you give praise and 
encouragement to your tutee. Your encouragement will give them confidence 
when they are finding things hard. Your praise will make them think they are 
succeeding. Try to praise like you mean it. There is nothing worse than a 
series of ‘well done’ phrases that are hollow and lack emotion.  
 
Think out loud – It is important that you give the tutee time to explain their 
thinking. We call this thinking out loud. This is important for two reasons. 
Firstly, it helps you know how they are going to solve the question and helps 
you hear where they are going wrong. Secondly, it is really important to help 
the tutee understand how they are doing. How often do you say something 
out loud and realise that you are incorrect? By saying things out loud we are 
able to self-check our plans. To make sure this happens you must give the 
tutee time to think.  
 
Finishing the question 
 
Check – When you have an answer check it together.  
 
If the answer is wrong, read the question over and try again. Only if all else 
fails show your tutee how you would do it (while you think out loud). 
 
Sum-it-up – Once you have checked the answer get the tutee to summarise 
what they have done. Get them to think about other ways of solving the same 
question. Would they have been better/quicker?  
 
Link-it-up – you should both talk about how the learning might be used to do 
another similar question and might be useful for other situations. Can you 
think of a real-life situation where you might use this maths technique? Can 
students link the work to work they have done in mathematics before? 
 
The Process Explained 
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The process of doing Learning Together in Mathematics is summarised in the 
following diagram ‘Doing Maths in a Pair’. The diagram shows how each part 
the process relates to each of the three stages. The arrows show you how 
each stage feeds into the next part of the process.  
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Part B Section 2-Preparing for Learning Together in 
Mathematics 
 
Setting up Learning Together in Mathematics 
 
Matching of Pairs 
 
Maths ability should be the initial pairing criteria.  
 
 
Follow the steps below when constructing the pairings: 
 
1. Arrange your pupils in terms of mathematical solving abil i ty 
from highest to lowest. Use teacher judgement and test results if 
you have them. 
 
2. Pair the two highest abil i ty pupils together, then the next 
highest two abil i ty pupils and then the next and so on unti l  al l  
pupils are matched with another pupil who is close to their abil i ty 
(see Figure 1). 
 
Other factors may have to be taken into consideration e.g. gender, 
maturity, working habits and personality. If a pairing, based on 
abil i ty, would have problems due to one of these other factors, 
change the tutor with the one next in l ine. Endeavour to stick as 
closely to the abil i ty guidelines as possible. 
 
Figure 1: Matching of pupils for paired maths on the basis of 
maths attainment 
 

 

Top 
pupil 

2nd	  
top	  

3rd	  
top	  

5th	  
top	  

6th	  
top	  

7th	  
top	  

8th	  
top	  

4th	  
top	  
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Tutor and Tutee Roles 
 
Pupils wil l  take the role of tutor for eight weeks and then the role 
of tutee within the same pair. Once pupils are in a pair try not to 
move the pairs around. The paired maths work should take place 
in two different topics during this period. One period of eight 
weeks should focus on Number, Money and Measurement and the 
other period of eight weeks should focus on Data Handling. 
 
Training the Participants 
 
It is essential that the first training session is successful and that Learning 
Together in Mathematics gets off to the best of possible starts. 
 
The recommendation is to train all tutors and tutees together from the outset 
to ensure that all students receive the same message. Importantly, training 
partners together from the start conveys the immediate impression that “we 
are all learning together”.  
 
Planning the Training 
 
Try to specify well in advance the date, time and place of your training 
sessions. The number of training sessions, their length and frequency should 
also be made clear to the students and staff helpers. This allows the students 
to look forward to their experience and staff to be free to help. 
 
The venue for the training will need the facility for all the students to sit in a 
large group, listen to a talk and watch a demonstration. However, there will 
also be a need for chairs and tables to be available for subsequent practice. 
Thus, plenty of seats need to be available and their mobility to fulfill two 
purposes should be considered.  
 
As the training will be with at least two classes in each school, you may wish 
to split the training in two venues, or use a large central venue in which both 
classes can easily be accommodated. 
 
Materials 
 
The materials to be used for the training session will need to be readily 
available. For the practice session it will be much better if the specific maths 
questions for use by each pair have been pre-selected. There is a selection of 
maths questions in this pack. The questions are available for Number, Money 
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and Measurement topic and Data Handling topics. Alternatively you can 
choose any questions from your normal class work. A good tip is to ensure 
that easier questions are used for training. This allows the pairs to focus on 
getting the tutoring method right, without having to use a lot of brainpower to 
work out the maths question at the same time. 
 
How many practice sessions? 
 
There are many stages in the Learning Together in Mathematics procedure 
and therefore it may be beneficial to run the training in two sessions. To 
enable this there are two collections of questions on Number, Money and 
Measurement and Data Handling in this pack. These questions and how they 
fit into the training process are explained in the section on ‘Questions for 
Training’. 
 
In the first session, you may wish to focus on the initial part of a Learning 
Together in Mathematics session – actually solving the question. This would 
involve the strategies of Read, Identify, Listen, Question, Praise and Think out 
loud. In this session, once the pairs have arrived at an answer, Check and 
Sum-it-up & Link-it-up could be done as a class. The second session should 
then focus on Check and Sum-it-up & Link-it-up. These strategies will have 
been modeled for them at the previous session when they were done as a 
class. 
 
Content of the Training 
 
Introductions 
 
The tutors and tutees might not have worked together very much before so 
you will probably want to allow some time for general introductions, and 
perhaps some icebreaker activities. 
 
Verbal Instruction 
 
A verbal explanation of the overall structure and purpose of the technique will 
need to be given by way of introduction. It would be helpful to explain the 
concept of tutor and tutee to the students so that they are clear in their roles. 
 
Following this, an explanation of the materials and techniques to be used will 
be essential. However, keep it brief! 
 
Written Instruction 
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Written instruction is provided in this pack for both the tutors and tutees. This 
is in the form of ‘Learning Together in Mathematics Help Cards’, although the 
instructions will need a small verbal introduction to accompany them.  
 
Demonstration 
 
It would be valuable to give the students a demonstration of the required 
behaviour. This is better to be done with 2 teachers, one playing the role of 
tutor and the other tutee. This allows you to show good practice and also point 
out where the demonstration was a less than perfect example of Learning 
Together in Mathematics. It may also help during this demonstration to point 
out to the tutors how you are using the materials. Feedback from schools who 
have used this technique before is that this sort of introduction works very well. 
You will find some video clips on the project website which show examples of 
training.  
 
Guided Practice and Feedback 
 
Immediately after the demonstration, the students should be given the 
opportunity to practice Learning Together in Mathematics. During this practice 
session, teachers should be monitoring the process and making notes on any 
good or bad practice. Following this, general feedback should be given to the 
groups on behaviour that occurred which was positive and behaviour the 
teacher observed that should be avoided in the future. 
 
Checking and Coaching 
 
In order to provide the necessary feedback, the behaviour of the pairs in the 
practice session requires close monitoring. In a practice session of 20 to 30 
minutes, a professional cannot effectively monitor more than five or six pairs. 
This is undoubtedly the most labour-intensive part of the training procedure. 
Therefore, it may be helpful to have an additional staff member present for 
this section of the training. 
 
Those pairs who demonstrate that they have learned the procedures rapidly 
can be praised and left to continue, but those pairs who are struggling or 
using techniques not specified by the method, will need immediate extra 
coaching until they have fully mastered the procedures. However, praise is an 
important factor in Learning Together in Mathematics and so it is important to 
praise each pair for something, even if it is just for mastering one part of the 
technique. 
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Organisation and Contracting 
 
Once the students have been brought to mastery on techniques and materials, 
they will need briefing about the organisational ‘nuts and bolts’ of the weekly 
sessions. This will include details about the access to materials, means of 
record keeping, arranging times and places for Learning Together in 
Mathematics sessions, and the procedures for further help and follow-up. A 
brief written reminder of these organisational details may be helpful. 
 
Depending on the maturity and reliability of the helpers and helped, some 
teachers choose to establish ‘contracts’ between tutors and tutees. These 
may include things like how to keep trust and maintaining confidentiality. If not 
knowing something results in playground ‘teasing’ or criticism outside of the 
classroom then working relationships could deteriorate quite quickly.  This 
could be a simple contract written by both students. Both should sign it and 
receive a copy. 
 
Training Materials 
 
The following pages contain materials to aid you in training the students. The 
diagram ‘Doing maths in a pair’ will be helpful during the verbal and written 
instruction section of the training. It can be used when explaining the various 
strategies of Learning Together in Mathematics to your students since it 
contains a student friendly version of the descriptions of the strategies, that 
appeared earlier in Section 1 of the pack. 
 
For the benefit of any students with reading difficulties there are pictures 
assigned to each strategy. These pictures also appear on the help cards in 
Part B Section 3. Therefore, if the students can learn what the pictures 
represent it will cut down on reading. There are help cards to remind the 
students to include every strategy in each session. The help cards may be 
used during training or kept until the students begin the independent sessions. 
 
Teachers who have previously used this technique have found that adapting 
these cards slightly to match the context of their classes and photo-reducing 
them to A5 size made them very effective as a resource in the early stages of 
the project. It is likely that after a number of sessions the students will 
dispense with using them as they become familiar with all aspects of the 
technique. 
 
Questions for Training 
 
Included in the following pages is a selection of questions to use for the 
Guided Practice and Feedback component of the Training Session. These 
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questions are leveled A (easiest) – E (hardest) in two collections, ‘Maths 
Questions A’ & ‘Maths Questions B’. You could copy these questions and 
provide a question of an appropriate level for each pair for each of the two 
training sessions. 
 
For Training Session 1, ‘Maths Questions A’ could be used to practice the first 
part of Learning Together in Mathematics, actually arriving at an answer. The 
individual answers can be checked as a class and the way of solving each 
question can be discussed, pointing out the similarities in solving all five 
questions to aid generalisation. 
 
For Training Session 2, there is a second collection of maths questions. 
‘Maths Questions B’ are selected from the topic of Data Handling. Since the 
students will have gone through the maths questions as a class the previous 
day in a similar manner and the method is similar the pupil tutors will have an 
idea of what a Sum-it-up and Link-it-up session should look like for a maths 
question. 
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Maths Questions A 
 
Question 1 (Level A) 
 
There are 10 balls in total. 
There are 5 red balls in a box 
There are 3 blue balls in the box. 
The rest of the balls are green 
How many of them are green? 
 
Question 2 (Level B) 
 
I buy a lol l ipop for 9p and a chocolate bar for 12p. 
I pay with a 50p coin. 
What is my change? 
 
Question 3 (Level C) 
 
80 and 70 are added together. 
How much more needs to be added to make 600? 
 
Question 4 (Level D) 
 
Tom has a £20 note in his wallet. 
He plays snooker for an hour at Rileys costing £3.75, buys a coke 
and a sandwich costing £3.25 and his snooker magazine at £2.99. 
How much money is he left with? 
 
Question 5 (Level E) 
 
A car is 3m long. 
2 cars and 3 lorries are wait ing at traff ic l ights. 
The queue is 30m long. 
Find the length of a lorry. 
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Maths Questions A 
 
Answers  
1. 2  
2. 29p  
3. 450  
4. £10.01  
5. 8m 
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Maths Questions B 
 
Question 1 (Level B) 
 

 
 
There are 12 students in total. 
How many of them are 7 years old? 
 
Question 2 (Level B) 
 
The pie chart shows the number of cars recorded by a survey on 
the road outside the school. What was the car colour observed 
most? 
 

 

0	   1	   2	   3	   4	   5	   6	  

5	  year-‐old	  children	  

6-‐yearold	  children	  

7	  year-‐old	  children	  

Number	  of	  children	  

Number	  of	  children	  

White,	  50%	  

Red,	  25%	  

Blue,	  10%	  

Green,	  15%	  

Cars	  travelling	  down	  a	  road	  
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Question 3 (Level C) 
 
The table shows how much water we use every day for different 
activit ies. Which activity uses the most amount of water? 
 

Water used in one day by each person in the UK 
Drinking 4 l i tres 
Cooing 5 l i tres 
Gardening 11 l i tres 
Washing the dishes 15 l i tres 
Baths and showers 50 l i tres 
Toilet f lushing 70 l i tres 
Other uses 25 l i tres 
Total used 180 litres 
 
Question 4 (Level D) 
 
The graph shows the number of people visit ing a science centre.  
 

 
 
 
How many people visited the science centre in December? 
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Question 5 (Level E) 
 
A f ishing boat’s catch was recorded on a graph.   
The graph shows the catch over the summer months. 
 

 
 
 
How many boxes of f ish were recorded for July? 
 
Answer:  _______________ boxes 
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Maths Questions B 
 
Answers 
1. 4  
2. White  
3. Toilet f lushing  
4. 500  
5. 55 
All 5 questions use data handling skil ls 
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Part B Section 3-Developing Learning Together in 
Mathematics in the Class 
 
Briefing 
 
It is a good idea to begin every session of Learning Together in Mathematics 
with a brief introduction. This should include reminding the students of the 
strategies of Learning Together in Mathematics. An example video of a 
teacher giving this sort of resume is available on the website. In addition you 
could highlight good practice and areas for development, perhaps focusing on 
1 or 2 per session that could have been done better during the previous 
session. This should last no longer than a couple of minutes. You may also 
want to include a reminder of how to use the support materials. This 
introductory session should not be used to explain the question to the 
students – that takes away an important role from the tutor. However, if there 
were a particular difficulty for the class as a whole, e.g. reading the question, 
then talking through the question as a class and identifying the key 
information would allow the pairs to get started. 
 
The Session 
 
A session of Learning Together in Mathematics will see the pairs working 
through a maths question together with the tutor using the three-step process 
to help the tutee solve the question. Worksheets are included in the materials 
section to aid this process. The tutor worksheet gives a guide as to how to go 
through the strategies, with helpful reminders of what to do/questions to 
ask/etc. The tutee should be the one actually solving the question and so the 
tutee worksheet allows space for showing working out and writing the answer. 
A session should take 20 minutes by the time the pairs have properly 
completed Sum-it-up & Link-it-up. If any pairs claim to have finished, check 
their answer and make sure they have completed their summary and shown 
evidence of linking their learning to wider areas of learning. 
 
Debriefing 
 
A brief plenary discussion (lasting no more than three to four minutes) should 
take place at the end of the session to encourage the more difficult strategies 
of Sum-it-up and Link-it-up. It should link to your briefing. Try to identify good 
practice. This discussion could include inviting pairs up to the board to explain 
how they got the answer. It is important to have the tutee do this to ensure 
that they understood the path the tutor had instigated. Some teachers have 
reported that if the pairs think they may have to participate in such a session 
then they are less likely to skip the Sum-it-up and Link-it-up strategies. This 
discussion may also be used to encourage the pairs to think about how well 
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they worked together during the session and which strategies they want to 
work on next time.  
 
Selecting Resources 
 
Maths questions should be selected so that they are on the edge of the 
tutee’s independent maths ability level. This, therefore, means that in most 
cases there will be various levels of maths questions in use within a session in 
your classroom. 
 
Where to find them 
 
Use maths questions from the younger cohort class’ normal scheme of work. 
If further resources are required then the websites and booklets listed below 
may be of interest. Often mathematics schemes have more challenging 
questions set within ‘word problems’. These might be the sorts of questions 
that it would be ideal for your pairs to be attempting.  
 
These websites are a free source of mathematics materials and could be 
used to source new resources: 
 
www.nzmaths.co.nz 
http://nrich.maths.org/public/ 
http://www.educationscotland.gov.uk/learningteachingandassessment/learnin
gacrossthecurriculum/responsibilityofall/numeracy/supportmaterials/resources
/index.asp 
 
Help Cards 
 
The following pages contain help cards to aid the students in remembering 
the various strategies of Learning Together in Mathematics.  
 
There are a variety of help cards entitled ‘Learning Together in Mathematics 
Tutor/Tutee Help Card….’. Help cards A1 and A2 are for the tutor and give a 
guide to how to lead the Learning Together in Mathematics process. Help 
cards B1 and B2 are for the tutee and provide space to show working out, 
write the answer and a summary. B2 also includes a diary for the pair to 
record how well they did at solving the question and how well they worked 
together. This format ensures that the tutor is the one leading the discussion 
while the tutee solves the question. 
 
Help cards A1 and B1 focus on the first part of the process; arriving at an 
answer. Once the pair have the correct answer and have checked this, they 
may use cards A1 and B1 in conjunction with help cards A2 and B2. Help 
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Cards A2 and B2 are more complex in design and focus on the strategies of 
Sum-it-up and Link-it-up. These two final strategies are more complex than 
the others and require more scaffolding, hence the separate help cards. 
Further, with a specific help card to complete on these strategies, pairs are 
less likely to miss out these more complex, yet important, steps.  
 
It would be helpful for each pair to have a copy of these Help Cards. The 
tutors need only one copy of Help Cards A1 and A2 that they can refer to for 
every question. Help Cards B1 and B2 may be photocopied and completed for 
the tutee for each question. Alternatively one copy of each may be laminated 
and the tutees can work to it when using a jotter to record their work. Some 
teachers have photo-reduced these cards down to A5 size to make them 
easier to use and less obstructive on the desks. 
 
Question Cards 
 
There is a selection of question cards following this section to provide the 
tutors with ideas for the ‘Question’ strategies. There are three Question Cards 
suggesting questions about the maths question itself, working out the answer, 
and questions about the answer respectively. Each pair can either be given a 
set of these cards or they can be stored in a central area of the classroom for 
them to help themselves to if needed. 
 
Trouble Shooting 
 
Throughout the session, your role as the teacher is to monitor the pairs, 
intervening only when a pair is having difficulty to the point of being unable to 
move forward with the process. However, there may be times when you will 
need to take a more pro-active role with certain pairs. Some common 
problems can be: 
 
Personality clashes-This can include over dominant partners, cultural 
differences and gender issues. Try to work with the pairs to identify the 
problems they are experiencing. See if the pairs can propose solutions to the 
issues themselves. Only as a last resort should you change pairings. At the 
second professional development session activities and advice will be offered 
to help you support pairs that are having difficulty socially. Use these activities 
for pairs who need this sort of development. 
 
Poor communication-This can include pairs who find the process too complex. 
In this instance you might try keeping them focused on the ‘understanding the 
question’ and ‘finding an answer’ parts of the technique. Writing down addition 
questions that could be asked may help as well.  In an instance such as this 
you might want to take on the role of tutor to both students to model how to 
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structure the process effectively. The second professional development 
session will offer additional activities that can be used to develop 
communication and social skills in students. After observing a pair, you may 
wish to select specific activities to help them develop appropriate skills sets. 
 
Pace and challenge-Some pairs may race through questions and finish 
quickly. A good technique for a pair such as this is to ask them to focus on the 
link-it-up section by writing additional questions that are like the one they have 
just solved for each other to do. Pairs that do not finish their work may be 
trying maths questions that are too hard. Try easier questions. 
 
Praise-Previous work suggests that one of the things students may find most 
difficult will be to praise each other. However, ensuring that praise becomes 
part of the process is an essential ingredient of success. In the past teachers 
have run specific session to act as visual reminders on how to praise and 
encourage students. They have also developed ‘praise’ help cards. We have 
included a selection in this pack (Praise Cards). Praising each other build self-
concept in maths. There is string research evidence to suggest that when 
students feel that they are good at a subject, they start to perform better in 
subsequent tests in that subject. In addition previously students have reported 
that when they get praise from their tutors it helps them to persevere longer 
with tricky maths problems. Encouraging them to keep going and find answers. 
 
You might like to use the following checklist to observe pairs working together. 
Examine what each pair is doing. Now think about what coaching and support 
they will need to improve their work.  
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Paired Mathematics Checklist 
 
Use this checklist to assess how pairs are working in maths. Select one pair and watch them 
for about 10 minutes. Use the scale to help you think about what sort of coaching and support 
the pair needs in order to improve. 
 
TUTOR AND TUTEE NAMES:                                             Date:  
______________________________________________________________ 
SCALE: 1. Working well 2. Still in development; 3 Needs coaching/attention 
 
MATHS PROBLEMS:  
1  Pair have enough maths problems available to keep them occupied?……..                  
2  Tutee knows where to get next maths question from?……………………….                  
3  Maths questions too hard or too easy?………………….……………………..                
       
TIME & VENUE:                                     
4  Does the tutee ‘think out loud’? ……………………………………………….  
5  If a lot, does the tutor question? ………………………………………………..       
6  If not much, can someone else help prompt and model questions? …….…    
7  Are the pair using the question cards? ………………………….………….....       
8  Is the noise level in the classroom at a level that still allows the pair to hear each other’s 
questions and answers?? ……………………………………………                             
9  Is the tutor ensuring that the tutor is comfortable and that they can both see the question? 
…………………….………………………………………………....... 
10 Are the pair working effectively? Is there the right ethos between them?.….        
11 Do both the tutor and tutee show interest in the problem? …………………...        
       
UNDERSTANDING THE QUESTION:                                     
12 Do the pair read the question together? …………………………….…………                      
13 Both talk about what the question is asking them to do?…………………….               
14 Does the tutor listen to ensure the tutee understands what the question is asking? 
….………………………..…………………………………………………. 
      
SOLVING THE QUESTION: 
15 Does the tutee explain how they will solve the problem?…………….…….. 
16 Does the tutor ask appropriate questions?…………………………………….   
17 Does the tutee think out loud when solving the question?…….…………......          
18 Does the tutor break the question down?.....................………………………..  
19 Does the tutee explain how they solved the question?……………………….     
20 Does the tutor praise and encourage enough?………………………………                 
21 Is praise and encouragement given with feeling?…………………………….            
       
FINISHING THE QUESTION:                        
22 Do the pair check the answer together?……………………………………….. 
23 Does the tutee make links to prior learning?……………….………………….            
24 Can the tutee link the problem to real life?…………………...……………….. 
             
Action Plan – What coaching and help will you give this pair? 
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Below are listed some questions that you, as a class teacher need to consider 
when setting up Learning Together in Mathematics in your classroom. There 
are not a complete list, but are intended to give you some starters as to how 
to implement the Learning Together in Mathematics process into your 
classroom. The questions will be discussed in general terms as part of the 
training day and later in the manual, but it is helpful to think about how they 
relate to your own situation. 
 
A.  School setting and context 
 

• What support can you get from colleague in school e.g. KS2 maths co-
ordinators, promoted staff? 

• Are there problems that you need to discuss with the co-ordinator e.g. 
students with Special Educational Needs, uneven class sizes in older 
and younger classes? 

 
B.  Materials 
 

• What maths scheme do you currently use in school and how 
appropriate is this to using with Learning Together in Mathematics? 

• Do you need to find additional questions? 
• What kind of questions are best suited to Learning Together in 

Mathematics? Will materials be available to students to that they can 
get their next wet of work if they finish early? Can they get access to 
answer books? 

• How will you deal with pairs with poor literacy standards? What help 
can you give them to read questions and understand them? 

 
C.  Selection & Matching of Students 
 

• Are there factors that are particular to your school? For instance do you 
have even gender balance? Are there any issues related to ethnicity 
and gender that you need to sensitive around? Do you have a higher 
than average number of students with Special Educational Needs? 
How will you match these students? 

• If you have uneven class sizes which students will you place in a triad 
rather than a pair?  

• How will existing relationships and friendships affect your choice of 
pairs? 

• How will you deal with student absence? Can you predict this? If so, 
would some student be better placed in a triad initially? 
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D.  Organisation of Tutoring Sessions 
 

• Do you need joint planning sessions with the teacher of the 
older/younger class? These may be useful in the early part of the 
project 

• The time and duration will be 30 minutes per week of class time. This 
includes 5 minutes to set up the session,20 minutes on task and 5 
minutes for the students to return to their own classrooms. Will five 
minutes before and after the on task time be sufficient for the students 
to make the necessary changes in classrooms in your school? Should 
you organize the session close to a break time to cut down on 
transition time? 

• The Project Period will last for 16 weeks per year. How will you sustain 
this with competing demands (for example Christmas activities)? 

 
E.  Training 
 
(A) Student Training – Introducing Learning Together in Mathematics 
 

• When and where will you train the students? This may need careful 
planning with the other teacher? Think about the venue. Do you want 
all classes together in a large venue?  

• Will you use the PowerPoint presentations?  
• Will you demonstrate the technique with another adult or show the 

demonstration video? Is the A/V Equipment available and working and 
do the demonstration videos, PowerPoint presentations and website 
run on the computer? 

• Do you have suitable maths material ready for students practice?  
Remember it may be best to use easier questions for training sessions. 

 
(B) Student Training – Improving Learning Together in Mathematics 
 

• How will you organise first practice sessions? When will you use the 
checklist? 

• How will you make opportunities for additional coaching for pairs/triads 
who require it? 

• Are the class familiar enough with the classroom to be able to know 
where to get work from and how to check their answers? 

• Do you have the photocopyable worksheets and help-cards available? 
• Could students observe each other? 
• How will you give feedback to students? Will it be verbal or written? As 

a pair or just to the tutor? 
• Pairs usually work together for the full period of 16 weeks but 
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sometimes changes are unavoidable. How will you reduce change 
between the pairs? 

 
F.  Support & Monitoring for Teachers  
 

• How will you get access to help and support from the co-ordinators? 
Will you contact them? Will you attend the twilight surgery sessions? 

• How will you maximise the potential feedback from the classroom 
observation? How will you build feedback into the work of the class? 
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Learning Together in Mathematics 
Tutor Help Card A 1 
 
 
 

Read the question together 
 

• What is the question asking you to do? 
• What does your tutee think the question is asking 

them to do? 
 
 

Solving the question 
 

• What can you do to help your tutee solve the 
question? 

 
 
 

Question &  Listen  
 

• Try asking questions to help your tutee 
• Listen to the answers 

 
 
 

 Think out loud 
 

• Ask your tutee to explain what they are 
• Listen to what your tutee says 

 
 

Praise 
• Remember to praise your tutee 

 
 

√ Check 
 
Do you have the right answer?  
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Learning Together in Mathematics 
Tutor Help Card A2 
 

Σ Sum-it-up 
 
Imagine you have to tel l  someone how to do this question 
 
 

 What did the question ask us to do? 
 
 

 
What did we do first? Why did we do this? 

 
 

What did we know next? Why? What strategies 
did we use? 
 
 

√ How do we know we have the right answer? 
 
 

Link-it-up 
 

• Can we see links to other maths questions? 
 

• What did we already know that helped us? 
 

• How did these things help us? 
 

• Have we done questions like this before? 
 

• What makes them similar? 
 

• Did we do the same things to solve this question? 

THIS	  WAY	  
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Learning Together in Mathematics 
Tutee Help Card B1 
 
 
 

 What is this question asking us to do? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Let’s solve the question….. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

√ Do we have the right answer? 
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Learning Together in Mathematics 
Tutee Help Card B2 
 

Σ Sum-it-up 
 
• How did you get the answer? 

 
• Write down the main steps you took 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Link-it-up 
 
How could you use what you have learned to solve 
other questions? 
 
 

How well did we do at solving the question?  
Comment 
 
 

How well did we work together?  
Comment 

Traffic Sign

© abcteach.com

Traffic Sign

© abcteach.com
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………………FOLD HERE AND STAND UP ON DESK………………..                
 
 
 
 

Question Card 1  
 

Let’s think about the question 
 

What kind of question is it? 
What are we trying to find out? 
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………………FOLD HERE AND STAND UP ON DESK………………..                

 
 
 

 Question Card 2  
 

Working out the question… 
 

Can we say it in a different way? 
What things do we already know? 

Can we break it into smaller parts? 
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………………FOLD HERE AND STAND UP ON DESK………………..                

 
 
 

 Question Card 3  
 

How did we get the answer? 
Does our way make sense? 

When did we last know we were right? 
What kind of mistake have you made? 
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………………FOLD HERE AND STAND UP ON DESK………………..                

 

Praise card 
 


